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Get-MSI is a PowerShell
commandlet used to retrieve

version information from an MSI
file. Syntax: Get-MSI {} [ ] []

Command EXAMPLES: # List
various fields of MSI file Get-

MSI 'C:\Windows\Microsoft.NET
\Framework\v4.0.30319\msu\My
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App-1.0.2.msi' Get-MSI 'C:\Wind
ows\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v
4.0.30319\msu\MyApp-2.0.0.msi'
Get-MSI 'C:\Windows\Microsoft.
NET\Framework\v4.0.30319\msu
\MyApp-2.0.0.msi' -ShelveType

Properties Get-MSI 'C:\Windows\
Microsoft.NET\Framework\v4.0.3

0319\msu\MyApp-1.0.2.msi'
-ShelveType State* # Retrieve a

MSI file information from an MSI
file Get-MSI 'C:\Windows\Micros
oft.NET\Framework\v4.0.30319\
msu\MyApp-1.0.2.msi' | Select-

Object ProductName, Version On
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the one hand, a file must exist, and
have the proper name and

extension. On the other hand, the
MSI can be in the form of an
installed application, a setup

project, a custom one, a
standalone setup project, or

bundled inside a setup project,
and installed as a single

component. When in doubt, it’s
always best to ensure the file
exists, and is named properly.

Additionally, it’s best to ensure the
MSI file is placed on the target
system. In PowerShell, the MSI
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can be placed in a folder, and
passed using the cmdlet’s -File
parameter, together with the

-ArgumentList switch. In case of
errors, the MSI might not have
been found or its content might
have differed from what was

expected. This can be resolved
through the MSI specification.
Simply specify all the required

fields with the required switches,
and it should be showing the
proper versions after being

processed with the script. Babu
Gamb
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Executes a specified MSI file and
returns the version number for its

MSI metadata, product names,
product version numbers, and the

installer version number.
GetMSIVersion 2022 Crack is

executed within a command line
context, where the MSI file being
tested is passed as an argument.

Example 1 C:\>c:\>c:\getmips\get
msiversion.exe

c:\getmips\getmsi.msi This will
look for the MSI file, and check
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whether the version is installed at
all. With the suggested command,
it’s possible to extract the version

of installed MSI. Example 2
C:\>c:\getmips\getmsiversion.exe

c:\getmips\getmsi.msi /n
c:\getmips\getmsi.msi /v The first

argument is replaced with the
target MSI file, and the second
argument is the MSI file itself.
This switches the content in the
first argument with the second

one. The command line tool will
show the normal metadata as a

switch /n, and the MSI file version
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as a switch /v. In both cases, the
output is divided into two lines,
with the first one containing the
version number, and the second

one containing the installer
version number. Example 3

C:\>c:\getmips\getmsiversion.exe
C:\getmips\getmsi.msi /a With the

command above, more
information is gathered about the
MSI file. The MSDN page is best
understood by reading the entirety

of it, since each line of
information shows some other
switches used, that allows for a
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more detailed examination. The
tool uses these lines to build an
output string with information
about the MSI file. The tool

contains two kinds of information,
and they are the paths, and the
switches. The initial command
will not only show the product
name, and the product version

number, but also build an entire
list of all there is to know about
the MSI file. For example, the

command above will produce the
following output: LastWriteTime :

[11/13/2015 11:38:30 AM]
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InstallDate : [11/13/2015 11:38:30
AM] Description : 09e8f5149f
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GetMSIVersion is not a complete
application, but will reveal and list
what’s available in an MSI file, in
a command line interface. The
executable will dump all about the
MSI’s main properties, including
the version numbers, check sum,
more error information, product
name, and product version. MSI
file header information and file
properties, in a comma-separated
values. Installation path, if
relevant, of the MSI, the
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executable, and the script can be
used to determine, which MSI to
use for deployment, and can be
used to analyze the structure of
the MSI file. Fully functional MSI
to be used as a library, or a basis
for a whole suite of command line
tools, or a programmatic interface
to an end user’s application.
Command line switches: /n :
Product Name /v : Product
Version /a : Manufacturer,
Installer, Feature, Components,
File, etc. /a: * : Includes all MSI
components, of all architecture
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types. /d : Disable all UAC
Elevated prompts. Verification
mode: HM.exe is a standalone
app, that is going to be deployed
independently from our
application, so using Reginer and
RegRipper tools will not help with
this. To improve our chances,
we’re going to try it under a
different elevated instance, and
use the /d switch. Here are the
commands that are going to be
issued as a result of the
subsequent installation of HM.exe:
This is a second instance of
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RunAs with the
CreateProcessWithLogonW
command, and by default, the
SYSTEM user account will be
used as the target for the
command. As a result, the box will
be in a root privileged state. A
different user can be used for the
installation as well, but the default
user is fine. This is the log file,
which shows the actions taken in
the background. When HM.exe is
launched, System Information will
be presented, and the location of
the MSI file containing the info is
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outputted as the installation path.
Here’s the full version of the log
file for this instance of HM.exe:
In order to have an automated
strategy for installing and creating
other MSI files, the shell script,
build.sh is used. Where to put it:
The executable must be placed in
the same folder as the original
MSI, and be present inside it,
either in the

What's New in the GetMSIVersion?

Performs a GetMSIVersion
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against the given file. This returns
information about the Microsoft
Installer version of the file.
Syntax: GetMSIVersion *.msi [/n]
[/v] [/a] RunExample:
GetMSIVersion -a *.msi
GetMSIVersion This command
checks the Microsoft Installer
version of the application against
the intended version. This is not
needed if there is only one version
of the application. Configuration
Advanced Multiple values Version
Releases Configuration names x64
x86 Legacy Properties x64 x86
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Target Configuration names
Admin Current user Administer
Developer Professional None
Windows server None Windows
server x64 x86 Target
Configuration names Admin
Current user Administer
Developer Professional None
Windows server None Windows
server x64 x86 Target
Configuration names Admin
Current user Administer
Developer Professional None
Windows server None Windows
server This is not directly related
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to the application, and might be
used with other applications, but
nonetheless, it’s getting
interesting. By typing in
GetMSIVersion.exe -v on my
computer, here’s what’s returned:
This file contains similar
information, with the major
difference being that only the
Version number is returned, as
well as providing information
about the Microsoft Installer
version of the MSI file, as well as
the MSI version. There’s also a
switch available to get more
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information, and basically
everything about a MSI file can be
retrieved, albeit there’s a cap on
the type of information displayed.
For the most part, the complete
version information is shown, as
well as components, location, and
more. GetMSIVersion has the
potential to be used with any
installer, in order to know more
about an executable application,
and regardless of any of its
limitations. PowerShell
Introduction: PowerShell is a very
powerful programming language,
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with many interesting features,
that anyone proficient with many
other types of languages should be
able to use. Unlike another
language being written by
Microsoft, and of which it
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System Requirements For GetMSIVersion:

512MB of RAM (Minimum)
Intel® Core™ 2 Duo Processor
Intel® 64 Rated 13+ © 2017 The
Android Open Source Project
Android is a trademark of Google
Inc. Use of this trademark is
subject to Google Permissions.
Adobe Flash is required to play
some games. Create New
AccountQuestion of the Day
Whose side of the story do you
believe? Story TOpics LOS
ANGELES (AP) - A
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